
Sliding Robes 

Noteborn Vice Versa 

Create the ultimate style statement with this creative range. 

Beautifully crafted designs created to bring stunning functionality to your interiors are the hallmark of the noteborn range of aluminium sliding doors. 

Available in both an anodised and wood grain finish, these one & two track door systems provide flexible usability with breath-taking style. 

Create privacy and instant intimacy in your home or workplace with a noteborn sliding door room divider. Whatever you want to achieve, noteborn provides flawless 

craftsmanship and a flair for design you’ll really appreciate. 

 



Noteborn Split 

Extra wide aluminium sliding door systems assembled on site and designed to take centre stage. 

Because noteborn split is assembled on site, you can concentrate on exactly what you want, without the worry of troublesome access logistics. Its larger panel sizes, up to 

2.6 metres in width, allow you to create a stunning style statement on a scale to suit the personality and dimensions of your interior space. 

For sheer aesthetic agility, noteborn split provide

home and business environments. 

Whatever you want to do, wherever you want to do it, noteborn split gives you the freedom to create beautiful interiors with almost no limits. 

 

  



Gemini 

Styled with minimalism in mind, a sliding door storage solution that offers both simplicity and comfort 

Whether you need a wardrobe or room divider, Gemini is simplistically designed to lend itself to any application so that minimalism can be achieved without compromising 

on key features.  

It has been said that to have a touch of luxury costs a fortune! Well, not with the Gemini range. This understated sliding door storage solution adds a sense of well-being to 

any space 

  



Nuevo 

The ultimate in chic! Beautifully designed for those who desire style and elegance 

With its sharply defined frame and eclectic selection of coloured and textured finishes, the Nuevo range is the ultimate in chic.  

Inspired by contemporary trends for sleek lines and shared with an audaciously bold silhouette, the Nuevo ranges intentions are to make a loud style statement, which 

won’t fail to exceed expectations. 

Added to the mix are a huge variety of wonderfully unique, idiosyncratic glass and decor panels, which lend a hand in embracing the cutting edge design, collectively 

bringing the system to life. 

 

 

  



Raumplus 

From open spaces to tight corners and sloping ceilings, the raumplus system brings you the freedom to optimise interior spaces, whether at home or in your workplace.  

Single, double or triple track aluminium framed sliding doors give optimum flexibility; restrictors allow doors to be partially and fully opened. 

From the kitchen to the bedroom, raumplus enables you to combine functionality with your own unique personality in every room of your home. 

Combine beautiful wood finishes with coolly stylish sandblasted glass panels or vibrant coloured glass feature panels for drama and impact. Let yourself go, the only limit is 

your imagination. 

 

  



Kensington 

Made to measure steel framed mirrors and decorative wooden doors in a broad range of colours and finishes 

Whether you long for understated elegance or sumptuous luxury, the Kensington range of high quality steel framed mirror or decorative sliding wooden doors can be 

tailored to suit your exact requirements. 

Design the bedroom you’ve always dreamt of with a superb range frame finishes such as our stunning chrome effect, warm wood grain paint and scratch resistant vinyl. 

With a comprehensive range of interior components to help you organize your clothes and personal items, you can say goodbye to cluttered and chaotic wardrobes 

forever. 

 

  



Interiors 

Create the perfect finishing touch 

Choose from an extensive range of interior accessories to customise your sliding door storage system and efficiently optimise your space. From shelf units to hanging rails, 

from drawer units to tie racks, we’ve thought of everything, so you don’t have to 

 


